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Abstract
COVID-19 doesn’t care who you are or what you believe. It does not respect political ideology
or partisan rancor. As far as the virus SARS-COV-2 is concerned, all that matters is
opportunities for exposure and transmission: are you available as a potential host – or not. For
people, what matters are the actions you are able – or not able or not permitted – to take to
protect yourself, your family, and your community, from exposure to the virus. True, COVID-19
is a global pandemic – but it is simultaneously as local and as intimate as the contacts you have
where you live, work, travel, and the public spaces you visit. The maps of the changing political
geography of COVID-19 make this vividly clear. From mid-March to June, the excess death
rates were highest in states leaning Democratic, and the more strongly they tilted in that
direction, the greater the excess. However, in mid-July, the pattern reversed, with the burden of
excess death rates growing highest in Republican leaning states. As we enter the fall, the rates of
excess deaths are now highest in the states that lean most Republican. Reducing risk of exposure
is key.
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The maps of the changing political geography of COVID-19 make this vividly clear.

Let’s start with the excess rate of total deaths (all causes) for a given week compared to the
average of the total death rate for that same week for 2015 through 2019 (Figure 1). The value
of this approach is that it does not depend on determining whether or not a death was due to
COVID-19, since such classification can be affected by the availability of COVID-19 tests or by
whether the death was in a hospital versus at home.a It thus is unaffected by differences between
states in availability of testing and in reporting of COVID-19 cases and deaths.

We can sort each state in order of how they voted in the 2016 presidential election. We
calculated: (number of Republican votes – number of Democratic votes)/total votes. A value of
1 means 100% Republican votes, -1 means 100% Democratic votes, and 0 means an equal
number of votes for the two parties.b From mid-March to June, the excess death rates were
highest in states leaning Democratic, and the more strongly they tilted in that direction, the
greater the excess. However, in mid-July, the pattern reversed, with the burden of excess death
rates growing highest in Republican leaning states. As we enter the fall, the rates of excess
deaths are now highest in the states that lean most Republican.

The same pattern holds for the county-level COVID-19 case rate and death rate (per 100,000
person- years) by their 2016 “political lean” (Figure 2). (We cannot compute the excess death
rate at the county level because weekly total deaths by county are not publicly available for
2015-2019.)

The state-by-state toll for COVID-19 deaths per million (Figure 3) underscores this shift in
pattern, analyzed in relation to both the lean of the popular vote (the shading for each state)
and their electoral college votes (the border color for each state). Moreover, while the
Democratic-leaning East and West Coasts were hit first and hit hard, the map of cumulative
COVID-19 deaths per million, by county (Figure 4), from the start of the pandemic to now,
shows the stunning overall toll on the Republican- leaning US South and Southwest, along
with certain areas of the Mid-West. People living in small town outside of large urban centers
are, like their fellow Americans in big cities, vulnerable to infection.

The changing political geographies of COVID-19 also show it is deeply misguided to believe
that political views or race/ethnicity by themselves can protect White Americans from
COVID-19. The same dual truths of poverty burdens by race/ethnicity hold for COVID-19
mortality. Thus: (1) members of the US Black population are at 2.6 times the risk of poverty
compared to the US White Non-Hispanic population, AND (2) the bulk of impoverished
persons in the US (64%) are White Non-Hispanic (Figure 5). Bigger risks for smaller
populations and smaller risks for bigger populations both can cause harm. Cut support for antipoverty programs and both groups are hurt. The same holds for COVID-19 mortality (Figure
5) – it is simultaneously true that COVID-19 mortality rates are 3.4 times higher for Black vs.
White non-Hispanic Americans AND that White non-Hispanic Americans comprise 71% of

US COVID-19 deaths. Both need protection from COVID-19, as do all other US racial/ethnic
groups, commensurate with their risk.

The changes in the political geography of COVID-19 are both a cause for alarm and for hope.
The stark patterns show that reductions in risk are possible, increases in risk are not inevitable,
and no one is invincible by virtue of beliefs alone. Sound action, backed by political will and
resources, can make all the difference in turning this pandemic around. It’s still not too late to
do better.
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Figure 1. Weekly excess all-cause mortality in US states (rate per 100,000 person-years, smoothed), from January 1, 2020 – September 12, 2020,
compared to weekly average all-cause mortality rate for 2015-2019, by quintile of state “political lean” in 2016 US presidential election

Figure 2. Weekly COVID-19 case rates and death rates (per 100,000 person years, smoothed), from March 18 – September 16, 2020, by quintile of county
“political lean” in 2016 US presidential election

Figure 3. US COVID-19 deaths per million, from January 28, 2020 – September 21, 2020, by US state, and “political lean” of popular vote in 2016 US
presidential election (the shading of each state plot) and electoral college vote (the border of each state plot).

Figure 4. US COVID-19 cumulative deaths (per million) by county, from January 28, 2020 – September 21, 2020.

Figure 5. Poverty rates (2019) and COVID-19 mortality rates (cumulative, as of September 26, 2020) among the US
Black and White Non-Hispanic Populations.

